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Welcome 
 
Thank you for buying the Dark Energy for Continuo 2. This is the first expansion for our texture designer tool focusing 
on dark, wide, distorted and crushed soundscapes and polyrhythmic pulses. Inspired by movies like the Oscar winning 
The Revenant soundtrack or video games like Far Cry this expansion is a great tool for every modern composer who 
wants to create unique, hybrid scores or electronic music with exceptional quality instruments. This expansion extends 
the sonic possibilities of Continuo 2 with 5 new sampled instruments and more than 40+ new presets created by sound 
designers and film composers.  
 
Dark Energy expansion additional contents: 
- 5 brand new heavy sound designed sample instruments created with modular synths and special hardware effect 
processors 
- 61 Cinematic soundscapes & tempo-synced pulses artist presets 
 
Please note that Dark Energy is an expansion, it works only with Continuo 2. KONTAKT 5.8.1+ FORMAT (Full Version 
Required) – Free Kontakt Player is NOT supported. Also available in bundle as Continuo 2 Pro 
 

Credits 
 
Instrument and product design: Dani Karanyi 
Recording artist: iamyank & Dani Karanyi 
Additional recording artists: Alessandro Mastroianni, Dani Karanyi 
Sample mastering: Dani Karanyi 
Kontakt programming: Kornilios Kiriakidis 
Sample editing and Kontakt editing: Abel Zwickl 
 
Continuo 2 & Dark Energy presets made by sound designers and film composers around the world: 
Alessandro Mastroianni (marked as MA) 
Dani Karanyi (marked as DK) 
iamyank (marked as YK) 
Fred Nongat (marked as FN) 
Jason Chapman (marked as JC) 
 

  



Walkthrough 
 
Please find here handy videos on how to use Continuo 2: 
https://karanyisounds.com/support/manuals/ 
 

  

https://karanyisounds.com/support/manuals/


How to install 
 
In order to work Dark Energy expansion you will need to install the provided files in the following folders. This process 
works exactly the same way on Mac and Windows. Since this expansion use the original Continuo 2 and Dark Energy’s 
newly added samples at the same time, you will need to put all these files exactly the same place: 
 

01. Unzip the provided file. You will find the following files in the folder: 

 
 

02. Copy the “01 PATCHES Dark Energy Expansion” and “02 DATA Dark Energy Expansion” in the main folder of 
Continuo 2. The structure needs to look like this: 

 
 

  



How to open patches & play 
 

01. You will find the new presets inside “01 PATCHES Dark Energy Expansion” folder categorized in 3 folders: 
“01 Pads” are single pads and soundscapes 
“02 Pulses” are single rhythmic soundscapes or pulsing drones 
“03 Elements” are the default, basic individual instruments 

 
 

02. Open these patches by simply double clicking on the preset (____.nki) name or within Kontakt 5.8.1 Full version 
by selecting “Load…” from the menu 

 
 

  



Troubleshooting 

Do not change the structure of the downloaded folder otherwise it might come up the following dialog when opening a 
patch: 

 
 
In this case you will need to batch resave all the patches.  To do so, do the following (this process works exactly the 
same way on Mac and Windows): 
 

01. Open “Batch resave” from kontakt 5.8.1’s menu and hit OK on the following dialog box: 

  
 

02. Select the root folder of your product and hit Open. The re-saving process will start: 

 
 
03. If during this process Kontakt ask you for missing samples, click for “Browse for folder” and select the root folder 
again: 

 
After the successful scan you will be able to use all the presets. 


